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ABSTRACT
From phishing kits to command-and-control (C2) panels, web shells and directories containing multiple samples of 
malware, open directories can provide a wealth of information about threat actor operations. But how can we discover open 
directories associated with malicious activity? And once we discover them, what are the next steps for identifying 
interesting content? Furthermore, is it possible to compare those artifacts found and draw conclusions about which threat 
actors use which tools, correlate compromised hosts by the tools found, and discover how the sites were compromised?

To answer the questions posed above, we implemented the open-source framework SubCrawl. SubCrawl is written in 
Python3 and provides a modular framework for discovering open directories, identifying unique content through signatures, 
and organizing the data with optional output modules, such as MISP.

INTRODUCTION
An open directory is a publicly viewable folder on a web server that links to content hosted on the server. Open directories 
can be useful for sharing legitimate files, such as images and documents. However, they can also be used to identify 
malicious files that have been uploaded by a threat actor who has unauthorised access to a web server. According to our 
research, 25% of web servers used to host malware have an open directory. Therefore, they can provide insight into the 
procedures, tools and malware being used by many threat actors. This oversight can provide direct access to the tools they 
have uploaded to a server, such as open or password-protected web shells, archives containing source code for command 
and control (C2) panels, and proxy scripts. Not only can open directories lead to a deeper understanding of malware 
operations, but they can also help disrupt ongoing campaigns or create protective measures against them. We developed a 
framework, SubCrawl, to identify open directories and enrich scanned data with fuzzy hashes, web server information, 
scripting languages used, and more. The framework allows unique signatures to be created to track tool usage across 
multiple hosts and cluster threat actor activity. To help manage the collected data, SubCrawl can create consolidated 
Malware Information Sharing Platform (MISP) [1] events, enabling researchers to cluster artifacts and draw conclusions 
about tool use and possible website compromise scenarios. This paper is divided into two parts. The first part will introduce 
the SubCrawl framework, its capabilities and key design decisions. The second half of the paper will explore the data used 
to guide its design and interesting artifacts discovered while using it. 

SUBCRAWL

SubCrawl is a framework developed by Patrick Schläpfer, Josh Stroschein and Alex Holland of HP Inc.’s Threat Research 
team. SubCrawl is designed to find, scan and analyse open directories. The framework is modular, consisting of four 
components: input modules, processing modules, output modules and the core crawling engine. URLs are the primary input 
values, which the framework parses and adds to a queuing system before crawling them. The parsing of the URLs is an 
important first step, as this takes a submitted URL and generates additional URLs to be crawled by removing sub-
directories, one at a time, until none remain. This process ensures a more complete scan attempt of a web server and can 
lead to the discovery of additional content. Notably, SubCrawl does not use a brute-force method for discovering URLs. All 
the content scanned comes from the input URLs, the process of parsing the URL, and discovery during crawling. When an 
open directory is discovered, the crawling engine extracts links from the directory for evaluation. The crawling engine 
determines if the link is another directory or if it is a file. Directories are added to the crawling queue, while files undergo 
additional analysis by the processing modules. Results are generated and stored for each scanned URL, such as the 
SHA256 and fuzzy hashes of the content, whether an open directory was found, or matches against YARA rules. Finally, 
the result data is processed according to one or more output modules, of which there are currently three. The first provides 
integration with MISP, the second simply prints the data to the console, and the third stores the data in an SQLite database. 
Since the framework is modular, it is not only easy to configure which input, processing and output modules are desired, 
but also straightforward to develop new modules. 

Framework design and crawling methodology

The main design objectives for the framework were ease of configuration and extensibility. SubCrawl’s design means it can 
be used for different goals, for example, performing long-term tracking tasks that integrate with MISP, or quickly scanning 
a single host of interest. To achieve these design objectives, the framework is divided into different modules that can be 
dynamically activated by configuration. The three main module types are input, processing and storage. All activated 
modules are loaded when the framework initializes and executed at the appropriate event during crawling. 

SubCrawl supports two different modes of operation. First, SubCrawl can be started in a run-once mode. In this mode, the 
user supplies the URLs to be scanned in a file where each input value is separated by a line break. The second mode of 
operation is a service mode. In this mode, SubCrawl runs in the background and relies on the input modules to supply the 
URLs to be scanned. Figure 1 gives an overview of SubCrawl’s architecture. The components that are used in both modes 
of operation are shown in blue, run-once mode components are shown in yellow, and service mode components are shown 
in green.
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Figure 1: SubCrawl’s modular architecture and modes of execution.

Crawling functionality

The heart of SubCrawl’s capability is the core engine, which contains the web crawler logic. The engine is responsible for 
scanning web pages and coordinating the execution of the modules. To instruct the framework to load and execute the desired 
modules, command-line arguments are passed during initial execution of the framework, regardless of the desired mode of 
operation. Modules are defined as Python classes and dynamically loaded and instantiated from the engine. Predefined 
functions allow modules to be created and integrated easily, handling tasks such as module initialization and data processing. 
All modules are loaded when the framework initializes, but a module’s trigger condition depends on its type. The first modules 
processed by the core engine are storage modules. Currently, SubCrawl supports the tracking of previously scanned hosts 
through its MISP integration. MISP can be configured as a storage module, causing SubCrawl to exclude already scanned 
domains from future scans. This is done primarily to conserve time and resources, although there may be value in periodically 
re-scanning previously crawled hosts. Other storage modules could be developed to meet the needs of the user. After removing 
previously scanned URLs from the input queue, the remaining URLs are parsed based on their sub-directories. The process of 
parsing the input URL generates new URLs for each sub directory, enabling the framework to enumerate the content on the 
web server. Figure 2 shows an example of this process with a URL used to host Dridex malware. URLs are parsed by treating 
each domain as a dictionary key and storing any resulting URLs associated with it as values. Grouping the URLs by domain 
allows the crawling engine to run multiple crawling tasks in parallel, which significantly improves performance. 

Figure 2: Parsed sub-directories from a URL.

Processing each URL begins with an HTTP GET request generated by the Requests [2] Python module. During the 
development of the SubCrawl framework we encountered several challenges that slowed crawling performance. These 
issues mainly arose from timeout issues, lengthy downloads, and excessive redirects. To help mitigate these, we 
implemented several checks during scraping. First, a configurable timeout value is used during instantiation of the Requests 
object. While this provides a timeout due to a lack of response from the server, this does not mitigate long-running 
downloads or intentionally delayed responses. A second check monitors the response time and size once the session is 
established. The maximum response size, in bytes, and response time is also a configurable option. Finally, in the case of 
excessive redirects, the Requests object is instantiated to not follow a redirect. However, this behaviour can be modified to 
allow the crawling logic to follow a limited number of redirect requests. If none of these limitations are exceeded, the 
request is processed further. 
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Open directories can usually be recognized by the title of the web page. These pages often contain the text ‘index of...’ in 
the title of the page, as well as in the beginning of the content. When an open directory is discovered, it will contain a list of 
hyperlinks to files and folders in the current location of the filesystem of the web server. 

Figure 3: Example of an open directory.

SubCrawl uses the BeautifulSoup [3] module to parse the HTML response and look for the ‘index of’ string in the title of 
the page. If the string matches, all HREF attributes from found hyperlinks are extracted from the response and added to the 
crawling queue for that domain. Before a newly discovered URL is added, it first compares it to a list of configurable 
extensions that are excluded from scanning. During our research, we encountered many file types of little threat intelligence 
value, for example cascading style sheets, image files, and fonts. 

When the ‘index of’ value cannot be found, the response is not considered an open directory, causing the content to be sent 
to the processing modules. The URL and the response content are passed to all loaded processing modules, allowing them 
to implement any functionality desired. For example, processing modules can scan crawled content with ClamAV [4], 
generate TLSH hashes or check for web shells using signatures. The results from the processing module are standardized 
and returned to the crawling engine. In addition to this data, the HTTP response content and all headers are added to a 
dictionary and provided as a consolidated event for storage.

The crawling of a host is done in a recursive manner, which means that when all URLs for that host have been scanned the 
function exits and the results are merged into one list. This list is then provided to the storage modules. The analysis queue 
is processed in a configurable batch size. As the engine completes each batch of hosts to scan, the results are provided to 
the storage modules. If the MISP module is enabled, this provides persistent storage of the results data. It is important to 
configure the batch size of the URLs to be processed according to available system resources, especially primary memory. 
During crawling, the consolidated data is kept in memory and only released after calling the storage modules at a frequency 
defined by the batch size. Large batch sizes or significantly large HTTP responses can drastically increase the framework’s 
memory usage. 

Many aspects of how SubCrawl works are configurable. The framework uses a primary configuration file following YAML 
syntax. This configuration file is parsed when the engine initializes, and the appropriate values used when the engine runs.

Input modules

Input modules are only used in the service mode of the crawler. If the crawler is in run-once mode, a file with the URLs to be 
scanned must be specified using the ‘-f’ command-line argument. In principle, any website could be analysed with SubCrawl. 
However, since our research goals were to learn about the modus operandi and the tools used in malware campaigns, we 
focused on crawling websites that had been reported for hosting malware. One source of malicious URLs is URLHaus [5], 
which publishes thousands of active malicious URLs each day. The URLHaus input module periodically downloads the latest 
list of malware URLs, removes already scanned URLs and adds new ones into SubCrawl’s queuing system. SubCrawl uses 
Redpanda [6] from Vectorized for queuing, which is compatible with Apache Kafka’s API [7]. In this scenario, the SubCrawl 
engine starts as a service, consuming and scanning the latest URLs directly from the queuing system.

Processing modules

SubCrawl’s processing modules are designed to detect content of interest. The processing modules each have one central 
function to perform this work, which is passed the scanned URL and the response of the HTTP request as arguments. With this 
data, the processing modules perform appropriate analyses and return the findings as dictionaries. The results of all activated 
processing modules are then combined into a dictionary in the SubCrawl engine, where the name of the processing module 
serves as the key of the dictionary. The goal behind this design decision was to allow for later processing by the storage 
modules, which can then take specific actions depending on the data source (i.e. the processing module). We considered two 
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factors when deciding which types of processing modules to implement initially. First, we asked what other information we 
would like to have in addition to basic HTTP response attributes. Second, we considered how to effectively compare and 
cluster the results from different URLs. This led to the development of seven processing modules:

• PayloadProcessing: identifies files using libmagic

• WebshellProcessing: identifies open or password-protected web shells

• YARAProcessing: matches content against YARA rules

• ClamAVProcessing: returns ClamAV results

• JARMProcessing: returns JARM results

• SDhashProcessing: returns the SDhash

• TLSHProcessing: returns the TLSH hash, used for fuzzy hashing.

Web shell processing

The web shell processing module is used to detect open or password-protected web shells. The module applies simple 
string detections to the content of the HTTP response. For password-protected web shells, the logic checks for the presence 
of a login form by looking for an HTML password field and certain other HTML attributes commonly associated with web 
shells. It also limits the content it checks to small HTTP responses, because password-protected web shells tend to have 
simple login pages consisting of limited HTML. This limit helps to reduce false positives when legitimate forms are found 
within the response content. Open web shells provide more content to match on, including the file listing of the directory it 
was deployed to. Password-protected or not, if the module identifies a web shell the URL is returned to the core engine 
along with the hash and whether the web shell is password-protected or open. During development of the framework, this 
module was used extensively to test the scan logic via the command line. When YARA was integrated, a large part of the 
detections of this module were rewritten as YARA rules. While this module now appears sparse, we kept it as a template to 
ease the development of those wishing to customize the framework

YARA processing

SubCrawl has a basic implementation of YARA [8] as one of its processing modules. The configured YARA rules are 
loaded, and the content of the HTTP response is scanned. If the YARA scan results in a match, the URL is returned to the 
core engine together with the rule name. The YARA rules we have implemented primarily serve to support our case study, 
which follows in the ‘Results and Findings’ section. We wrote rules to detect web shell logins, potentially trojanized 
JavaScript files and open web shells. As an example, Figure 4 shows a YARA rule to detect web shell login forms, 
highlighting the HTML content that tends to be associated with web shell login pages.

rule protected_webshell

{

 meta:

  description = "Protected web shell Login"

  author = "HP Threat Research @HPSecurity"

  filetype = "HTML"

  date = "2021-06-08"

 strings:

  $a1 = /actions*=\s*\"\"/

  $a2 = /methods*=\s*\"post\"/

  $a3 = /type\s*=\s*\"submit\"/

  $a4 = /name\s*=\s*\"[_{1}a-z]{3,4}\"/

 

  $b1 = /type\s*=\s*\"input\"/

  $b2 = /type\s*=\s*\"text\"/

  $c1 = /value\s*=\s*\"(\s*>\s*){1,2}\"/

  $c2 = /value\s*=\s*\"(\s?&gt;\s?){1,2}\"/

 

 condition:

  all of ($a*) and any of ($b*) and any of ($c*) and filesize < 1000

}

Figure 4: Example YARA rule for detecting web shell login forms.
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JARM processing

JARM [9] is a tool that fingerprints TLS connections developed by Salesforce. The JARM processing module performs a 
scan of the domain and returns a JARM hash with the domain to the core engine. Depending on the configuration of a web 
server, the TLS handshake has different properties. By calculating a hash of the attributes of this handshake, these 
differences can be used to track web server configurations. We can cluster different compromised websites or web servers 
using a JARM hash and possibly find a pattern. 

TLSH processing

Besides clustering exact matches, we found it valuable to cluster similar but different crawled content based on their attributes. 
We used similarity hashes to determine the relationship between HTTP responses, an approach that reduces storage space 
because the HTTP responses do not need to be stored permanently. Hashes of HTTP responses are created and stored, which 
are later used to calculate their similarity. There are many similarity hash algorithms with different requirements and 
capabilities. This research looked at sdhash [10] and ssdeep [11] as well as TLSH [12], and implemented them as processing 
modules. To calculate a hash using sdhash and ssdeep, minimum HTTP response sizes of 512 bytes and 4,096 bytes 
respectively are required. Since this is often not the case with web shell logins, we found these hash algorithms to be 
unsuitable. TLSH, on the other hand, requires a minimum input size of only 50 bytes, which is typically smaller than web shell 
login web pages. For this reason, we chose TLSH as the main similarity hash algorithm and used it for our further analysis.

Storage modules

Storage modules are called by the SubCrawl engine after all URLs from the queue have been scanned. They were designed 
with two objectives in mind. First, to obtain the results from scanning immediately after finishing the scan queue. To 
accomplish this, well-formatted output is printed to the console. This output is best suited for when SubCrawl is used in 
run-once mode. While this approach worked well for scanning single domains or generating quick output, it is unwieldy for 
long-term research and analysis. Our second objective was to enable long-term storage and analysis, which is why we 
developed an integration for MISP and an SQLite storage module. 

MISP is an open-source threat intelligence platform with a flexible data model and API to store and analyse threat data. 
SubCrawl stores crawled data in MISP events, publishing one event per domain and adding any identified open directories 
as attributes. MISP also allows users to define tags for events and attributes. This is helpful for event comparison and link 
analyses. Since this was one of our primary research goals, we enriched the data from URLHaus when exporting 
SubCrawl’s output to MISP. URLHaus annotates its data using tags which can be used to identify a malware family or 
threat actor associated with a URL. For each open directory URL, the module queries locally stored URLHaus data and 
adds URLHaus tags to the MISP event if they match. To avoid having a collection of unrelated attributes for each MISP 
event, we created a new MISP object for scanned URLs, called opendir-url. This ensures that related attributes are kept 
together, making it easier to get an overview of the data. The data we collected and stored in MISP during the development 
and testing of SubCrawl allowed us to perform additional analysis and draw insights about open directories and the 
malicious tools hosted there, described in the following chapter.

Since the installation and configuration of MISP can be time-consuming, we implemented another module which stores the 
data in an SQLite database. To present the data to the user as simply and clearly as possible, we also developed a simple web 
GUI. Using this web application, the scanned domains and URLs can be viewed and searched with all their attributes. Since 
this is only an early version, no complex comparison features have been implemented yet. To do complex data analysis, we 
recommend using the MISP integration. Figures 5 and 6 show two images of the web GUI with some sample data.

Figure 5: Dashboard of SubCrawl’s web GUI.
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Figure 6: Web GUI showing search results of URLs matching the protected_webshell YARA rule.

DATA ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
As described in the previous section, we developed a storage module that stores SubCrawl’s results in MISP as 
custom-defined events and enriched with annotations from URLHaus. While custom tools could be developed for analysing 
SubCrawl’s output, MISP is well suited for the follow-on analysis we had in mind. MISP also provides a common tool for 
others interested in building upon our research.

Data storage in MISP

MISP provides the ability to store data summarized as events with attributes. The platform can be used to store, view, and 
process the crawl results data. MISP has the feature to link the same attributes with each other across events. Identical 
attributes are flagged to the user in MISP’s user interface. If the data is structured properly, insights can be gained by 
clustering events. Since you can cluster any attribute, we started by examining large clusters first. For this we used the ‘Top 
Correlations’ feature in MISP, which lists common attributes across events in descending order. After generating the list, we 
manually checked the SHA256 hashes of the HTTP responses and looked at the corresponding content. For each hash that 
was a web shell or a web shell login page, we created an object in a new MISP event we called ‘Reference Hashes’. The 
purpose of this event is to create a central node in MISP, which allows us to only cluster attributes that we are interested in. 
To support this functionality visually, MISP can generate graphs to represent the linked events. In addition to clustering, the 
central reference event has another advantage. MISP has the functionality to display tags related to correlated attributes. 
Since we enrich MISP events with tags from URLHaus, the malware family can often be determined from them. By 
displaying the tags of linked attributes, we can identify web shells that are likely used to host distinct malware families.

External data analysis

MISP has several data analysis limitations that we had to overcome. To address these shortcomings in our research, we 
developed supplementary Python scripts shared in the analysis folder in SubCrawl’s GitHub repository. One example 
where we used a supplementary script was to cluster similar attributes. The script uses PyMISP [13] to access the events, 
objects and attributes using MISP’s API, enabling them to be processed in ways that MISP does not support. We also used a 
script to enumerate the technologies running on web servers SubCrawl identified, offering clues about how a web server 
was initially compromised. 

RESULTS AND FINDINGS
In May 2021, we used SubCrawl to scan approximately 2,000 compromised websites hosting malware. Among the top 
correlations, we identified two main variants of web shell login pages, A and B. Both are quite similar and, in terms of the 
HTML content, very small. Variant A was the simpler type of web shell login page, consisting of an HTML form with a 
text input field and a submit button. We found two sub-variants of this simple login page, the only difference being the text 
shown on the submit button which was either one (‘>’) or two closing greater-than sign characters (‘>>’).

Figure 7: Simple web shell login form with two greater-than sign characters (U+003E).

Variant B, the more complex type of web shell login page, contains JavaScript as well as the HTML form. When you visit 
this type of web shell login page, a decoy ‘404 Not Found’ error message is shown. The source code of the page reveals 
that the form is only displayed when the Ctrl key is pressed, followed by a left mouse click.
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Figure 8: View of the hidden web shell showing the ‘404 Not Found’ error message.

Figure 9: Emerged web shell after pressing the Ctrl key and the left mouse click.

Correlating web shell logins

Since these logins were the most frequent in our data set, we decided to analyse them further in the context of our data. We 
combined all such logins together with the hash value of the HTTP GET response into a separate event and then clustered 
them by the hash in the reference event. The correlation graph created afterwards showed eight clusters. Four of them 
contain at least 30 web shells discovered by SubCrawl whereas the other four clusters were smaller. 

Figure 10: Correlation graph from MISP showing web shell login pages clustered by hash.

Another question we had was which malware families were hosted on these websites and whether there is a correlation 
with the types of web shells used. Since we annotated our MISP events with malware family tags from URLHaus, it was 
possible to add them to the reference event. Our data suggests an interesting finding, namely that the threat actors of more 
than one malware family used the same web shell variants. For example, Dridex was one of the most prevalent malware 
families associated with open directories and web shells in our data set. However, these web shells also correlate to web 
servers hosting QakBot and Hancitor samples. 
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In one month, we scanned 625 domains used to host Dridex malware. During the same period, we analysed 1,442 
compromised websites hosting QakBot. 57% (359) of the web servers hosting Dridex featured open directories, whereas 
only 5% (74) of web servers hosting QakBot had open directories. The reason we found significantly more Dridex-related 
web shells compared to QakBot is that there were more open directories for Dridex websites. Since open directories are 
mostly created by threat actors failing to disable this feature after compromising a web server, this could indicate that the 
distributors of QakBot were more disciplined in their operational security. Hancitor was the rarest of the three related 
malware families with only 17 open directories found. Nevertheless, both versions of the web shell login could be found in 
these open directories. 

Malware family Web shell variants Crawled site count Open directory rate (%)

Dridex A, B 625 57% (359)

QakBot A, B 1,442 5% (74)

Hancitor A, B 25 68% (17)

Table 1: Web shell variants and open directory rates of web servers hosting Dridex, QakBot and Hancitor malware.

Even more interesting is the fact that login forms of web shells on servers hosting Hancitor were identical to the login 
forms on servers hosting Dridex. The only difference to the QakBot login forms was the name tag of the HTML input field, 
and yet this clearly distinguished the malware families, which was not the case with Dridex and Hancitor. However, these 
similarities may simply be a coincidence. If we create a similarity correlation graph based on the same data, the eight 
clusters become only three, which makes the graph clearer. 

Figure 11: Correlation graph based on TLSH similarity hash.

A short trip behind the script
Having access to such a compromised website gives further insight and the possibility to analyse the PHP code behind the 
login form. At the top of the script is a comment header indicating that this file is from the Apache Software Foundation
and is licensed under the MIT licence. The attacker probably added these lines to the file to make it look legitimate at first 
glance. The script consists of a PHP class, which is instantiated at the very end and executed that way. The class contains 
several functions, a few variables, and two Base64-encoded blocks. 
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Figure 12: Base64-encoded block.

In the constructor of the class one Base64 string is decoded, which leads to another PHP function. The function is then 
created using ‘create_function’ and called directly after it. 

Figure 13: PHP function names split in array.

The execution of the function shows the login form to unauthenticated users and responds with a cookie containing the first 
16 characters of the SHA1 hash of the password for logged in users. 

Figure 14: Decoded web shell login output function.

This returned password is used for decoding the second Base64-encoded block. Unfortunately, since we did not have access 
to this password, we were unable to decode the string. However, we think that this is the effective web shell which allows 
the attacker to add, modify and delete files.

Figure 15: Web shell decryption function.

The origin of web shells

With so many compromised websites, the obvious question is: how are threat actors compromising them? Since the same 
web shell login page was found distributed across different web servers found to be hosting different malware families, one 
hypothesis is that a malware operator purchases access to the compromised websites from other threat actors who 
specialize in distributing malware, possibly even from the same distributor. The question is how the distributor 
compromises these websites.

Technology analysis

Of the web shell logins presented here, we found approximately 400 in open directories. To find out how these websites 
were compromised, we considered several compromise scenarios. One way to compromise a website is by exploiting a 
vulnerability in the underlying web server or scripting software. We evaluated the websites where we were able to 
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enumerate their web technologies. The chart in Figure 16 shows the distribution of web server software used. This 
information was supplied in the ‘server’ HTTP response header for each GET request. Since this data is not always present, 
we have not found a corresponding web server for every crawled website. Also, we often do not have a version number of 
the web server, which is why the information is often not detailed enough to make a statement about whether a particular 
web server version has a vulnerability that can be exploited to compromise it. 

Figure 16: Counts of web server software for websites hosting web shells.

We performed a similar analysis for the scripting technologies used. Fortunately, version numbers are often visible, 
however, this response header was only returned by a small subset of the 400 websites, which also makes it difficult to 
draw conclusions about possibly exploited vulnerabilities in these technologies.

Figure 17: Counts of scripting technologies for websites hosting web shells.

Since our evaluations are not complete and some information is missing, it still shows that many different technologies and 
versions were in use. We think it is unlikely that so many different websites can be compromised with only one or a few 
vulnerabilities, although we do not rule it out.
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Content management system (CMS) analysis

In another evaluation, we wanted to see how many websites used WordPress as their CMS. This evaluation was based only 
on the analysis of the web shell URL. If this contained the string ‘wp-’, we assumed that it was a WordPress installation. 
Out of 400 web shell URLs, this is the case for approximately 50% of the websites. When we manually took a closer look 
at these URLs, we noticed that many web shell logins are located either in plug-in or themes folders. Verifying whether this 
is also the case with other, non-WordPress, websites yielded the same result. Since most web shells were stored in the 
plug-ins and themes directories of CMS installations, we wanted to check if certain plug-ins or themes were abused more 
than others. Unfortunately, there seem to be many different plug-ins and themes as well, supporting the assessment that it is 
unlikely that malware distributors are exploiting a small number of vulnerabilities across many websites.

When we then manually analysed the open directories looking for other clues, we made an interesting discovery. We found 
that many web shells had the same ‘Last modified’ timestamp as almost all the other files in the plug-in directory in which 
it was found. 

Figure 18: Open directory listing containing a web shell with a common timestamp of 2019-08-14 11:49.

This either means that the timestamp was changed by the attacker after deployment, or that the web shell was installed directly 
together with the plug-in. Exploring the second possibility, we analysed other files associated with those plug-ins. This led to 
our discovery that the attacker had modified other plug-in files, specifically JavaScript files. We found obfuscated scripts at the 
end of each of the otherwise legitimate JavaScript files, which was most likely added by the attacker.

Figure 19: Trojanized WordPress plug-in file showing appended malicious JavaScript.

Analysing this snippet revealed that the script makes a GET request to a defined URL and receives the following JavaScript 
code in response.

var ndsx = true;
(function(){
 var date=new Date(new Date().getTime()+60*1000*60*24*365);
 document.cookie="___utma=2; path=/; expires="+date.toUTCString();
})();

The JavaScript function sets a cookie that is usually used for Google Analytics. The ‘__utma’ cookie is responsible for 
uniquely identifying visitors, tracking how many times a user has visited a website, and timestamps of their first, last and 
current visits. We have not yet fully clarified why the attackers set this cookie and whether they use Google Analytics to 
track compromised websites. However, to find out, we searched for different substrings of this function. The initialization 
of the first variable right before the cookie function served as an ideal indicator and we found a GitHub repository 
containing JavaScript like the snippet above appended to various scripts relating to the Laravel [14] web application 
framework. Besides the modified JavaScript files, we also found a PHP web shell, resembling the sample on the original 
website we examined. Laravel’s legitimate repository on GitHub was almost identical to the unofficial repository we found, 
except for the web shell and modified JavaScript files. From the looks of it, the attackers attempted to impersonate the web 
application framework and trick users into installing the trojanized one. Figure 20 shows the trojanized repository and the 
original Laravel repository hosted on GitHub.
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Figure 20: Comparison of trojanized and original Laravel GitHub repositories.

However, this was not the only repository that contained modified JavaScript files and a web shell. A search for the specific 
string on GitHub led to over 565 matches. Thus, we conclude that some of the web shells were deployed as a result of users 
inadvertently installing trojanized copies of web application frameworks, plug-ins and themes.

Figure 21: GitHub search results showing trojanized JavaScript files.
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The question remains as to why the JavaScript snippets are needed. One possible answer is that the attackers are using this 
function to be notified when a new web shell has been activated after a fake component is installed. As we saw in the script, 
a GET request is made to another web page. Since this is a cross origin request, the origin header is automatically added, 
which discloses to the attacker the web page that made the request. The attacker then only needs to check that the web shell 
has been correctly enabled and is working, and it can be sold for malware distribution, as we see with Dridex, QakBot and 
Hancitor.

CONCLUSION
SubCrawl is a web crawling framework developed to scan web pages and search for open directories. If an open directory 
is found, the entire website is traversed so that files hosted on the website can be analysed. This extended analysis, 
performed by SubCrawl’s processing modules, can easily be extended due to the modular structure of the framework. 
Currently, processing modules make it possible to check the files found against signatures, calculate different types of 
hashes, and obtain web server information such as its JARM fingerprint. Results can be searched using SubCrawl’s web 
interface, output to a console window, and published as MISP events for long-term analysis.

The stored data from scans over May and June 2021 allowed us to detect different web shells and identify correlations 
between them and the malware families hosted on those websites. This evaluation showed that different malware families 
seem to use the same web shell login pages, suggesting that the compromise of the websites may be done by an 
independent threat actor. Since we were interested in the central question of how the websites are compromised on such a 
large scale, we enumerated web server and scripting technology versions used on websites hosting web shells. Based on the 
divergent results, we do not think that vulnerabilities in these technologies are the primary method of compromise. Our 
investigation into trojanized plug-ins, themes and development frameworks suggest that this is a more probable method of 
compromise. However, a large-scale analysis of such trojanized website components is still the subject of future research. 

Despite the SubCrawl framework being in an early stage of maturity, we hope this paper demonstrates that the tool is 
valuable for tracking malware hosting and distribution activity. We will continue to develop it and look forward to sharing 
new capabilities and listening to feedback from the community.
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